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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Armed National Guardmen and police continued to ride Louisville school buses Wednesday, although there had been few reports of violence directed at the buses. Roving occurred last weekend in three schools in the south and southwest parts of Jefferson County.

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has given the National Guard until Saturday to keep order, or he will call the Guard home soon, but Louisville Mayors Harvey Sloan has asked that the troops remain through this weekend.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP) — Political violence caused new deaths and disorder Wednesday, and a Peronist party official believed reports that President Isabel Peron plans to leave power temporarily for health reasons.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The Army court-martial conviction of William L. Calley Jr. for the murder of 22 Vietnamese civilians at My Lai was reinstated by a federal appeals court Wednesday.

The Governor of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the defense contention, upheld in lower courts, that publicly had made Calley immune to trial. The ruling dealt with legal issues remaining in the case.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — Lysette "Squawky" Fromme, a disciple of convicted mass murderer Charles Manson, was indicted Wednesday on a federal charge of attempting to assassinate President Ford.

The indictment made no mention of a conspiracy, but U.S. Atty. Dwayne Keysie said later he had not ruled out the possibility a conspiracy existed.

The indictment specifically said Miss Fromme "did knowingly and willfully attempt to kill Gerald R. Ford, the President of the United States of America."

Tutoring in South Bend
Volunteer program to resume

by Brian Clancy
Staff Reporter

Neighborhood Study Help, the largest volunteer program in the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community, will begin tutoring in the South Bend area, September 24. The program, which attracted 270 volunteers last semester, helps elementary school students master reading and math skills as well as additional class assignments.

The program, coordinated by D.C. Nokes and Tom Sheffield of Notre Dame, and Mary Nowalk and Ellen Flanagan of St. Mary's, serves 11 elementary schools and the boy's club of South Bend. Volunteers, who tutor one or two evening, are transported to and from tutoring assignments on buses leaving from the P.D. circle and LeMans hall 15 minutes before departure.

In addition to tutoring the children, the volunteers take them on outings including a picnic, an ice skating party and a Notre Dame athletic event. In this way, they are better able to get the students to open up to them.

Catherine Strong, a SMC senior, said that most people join, "... in an effort to get outside of the school community and help others. It gives you a good feeling to know that you are needed." She added, "Most everyone enjoys working with the students, although some get frustrated when they can't see progress. Nonetheless, the satisfaction when the progress becomes evident more than compensates for the temporary frustration."

"You will meet a lot of people and also get a much needed break from schoolwork, a break which will put you in the right frame of mind for studying when you get home," Strong said.

Recruiting for the program will take place: September 16 at the SMC Dining Hall and ND activities night; September 17 at the South Dining Hall; and September 18 at the North Dining Hall. All recruiting will be during the evening meal.

Dr. Chau appointed to post

The appointment of Dr. Le Thanh Minh Chau (chs) as assistant to the vice president for advanced studies at the University of Notre Dame has been announced by Rev. John E. Burtchach, C.S.C., University provost.

The appointment is effective immediately

Chau was rector of the Institute of Humanities in South Vietnam from 1969 until he left for the U.S. in 1973 just before the fall of Saigon.

Educated in England and the United States, Chau received his bachelor's and master's degrees in English literature from the University of Cambridge and his doctorate in English literature and language from the University of Chicago.

In 1967, he became the first director of higher education under Vietnam's Ministry of Education, responsible for coordinating institutional development, programs and curricula of all post-secondary institutions in the country. Subsequently, he served as an assistant to the Ministry of Education and as chairman of the English Department at the University of Saigon.

Chau has served on the governing board of the Regional Institute of Higher Education and Development, Singapore, and as president of the Association of Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning. From 1972 to 1975, he was advisor to the Minister of Education on Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization affairs and to the Vietnam National Commission for UNESCO.

Dr. Robert E. Gordon, vice president for advanced studies, said Chau is working in the general area of advanced student admissions and on special projects assigned to the office. "Dr. Chau is one of the outstanding members of the University faculty and an acknowledged leader in his field," Gordon said.

"He brings a tremendous amount of talent which we can use in the administrative functions of this office as well as for the Institute of Humanities."

NEED TRANSPORTATION?
For less than $1000 you can pick from a selection of over 50 cars and trucks. Also top - quality pre-owned top-quality cars along with the remainder of the 1975 inventory at tremendous SAVINGS. See me, Craig Bernard, at Gates Chevrolet in South Bend or call 237-4015.

OPEN MON & THURS. EVE.
BEGINNING SEPT. 12th
GREYHOUND
BUS SERVICE
ND CAMPUS TO CHICAGO!
FRI.
LEAVES - MAIN CIRCLE 4:45 pm
ARRIVES - CHICAGO 6:50 pm
SUN.
DEPARTURE - CHICAGO 7:15 pm
ARRIVAL - ND CIRCLE 9:20 pm
FOR INFO CALL 8338
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Roemer explains policies

DEAN ROEMER explains that personal maturity is the key to his approach in handling drinking on campus. (Photo by Chris Smith)

by John Shaughnessy
Staff Reporter

Dr. James Roemer, Dean of Students, spoke in the Howard Hall chapel last night on the university's policies concerning alcohol and partisets.

Although the passage of the Faccenda bill limits the University's liability in matters relating to state drinking laws, Roemer stated, "We are still living under the rules and regulations that existed last year. Alcohol may be consumed by occupants in their private rooms. One major difference though, is that the university will no longer confront individuals concerning underage purchase of drinking alcohol."

"This new position doesn't relieve students of their responsibility with the state of Indiana. If a person is caught in violation of the law, that's his problem. The University will not involve itself in such cases. It is a matter of personal maturity in adherence to the state's rules."

Roemer views this element of maturity as the key to the next step in the use of alcohol in areas outside the room. He has presented a proposal to rectors which would allow each hall to determine its own policy. The hall members would be responsible for each other, even to the extent of enforcing disciplinary guidelines. In major cases, the Dean of Students would still have the final judgement, Roemer stated.

"I'm inclined to think some kind of plan, similar to my hall proposal, can be passed. The main objective is to place the responsibility where it ought to be—with the student. Since I first made my proposal on Monday, I haven't received any negative input from the administration. We'll have to wait and see what happens at the first SLC meeting," the dean continued.

Presently, the Student Life Council (SLC) is still in the process of determining its membership. Student elections will not be held until September. Therefore, it doesn't seem likely that the SLC will discuss until the end of the month at the earliest.

Although alcohol rules could be slackened even further, no change is seen in pre-marital, sexual regulations, according to Roemer. "In this institution, with its Du Lac Council of determining its membership, one siblarity where it ought to be—with the administration. We'll have to wait and see what happens at the first SLC meeting," the dean continued.

Foreign Car Parts Co.
Parts & accessories for imported cars for all makes at lowest prices.

ATTENTION!!
Students who were overseas last year can pick up their 1975 Domes in Dome office TONIGHT 8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
The PTAs seem different lately. Having put aside the toys of their youth, the old Mothers' Club is playing with the big kids now, and it isn't clear who'll win.

Admittedly, it's been building up for some time — the nasty slogan, the boycotts, the emotional coffee now in the few places like South Policemen's Association.

It isn't clear who'll win. Impregnable to the Trojan Horse — rioters who this week were putting the observers to the test. The so-called "white flight," in fact, once seemed a battle-royal. It was an attempt to buy security in an expensive citadel fortified against reality. But to an important extent it worked. When the Supreme Court made suburbs unenforceable to the Trojan Horse of busing, might hope of real desegregation was over.

Now in the few places like South Boston where integration within cities would be meaningful, buses will have to roll over marching hosts of frenzied mistresses.

P.O. box q ND Co-op

Dear Editor:

The reference to the Notre Dame COOP in your September 5 editorial accurately evaluates the current situation. A lack of response to the first registration drive has resulted in a delay in the coop's opening.

A cooperative requires a group of people combining their efforts to accomplish a desired purpose. No group can successfully operate a cooperative, it takes a certain commitment to make a coop run efficiently.

Several problems must still be overcome before the coop becomes a reality, if indeed it ever does become a reality. But most of the problems can be solved, if concerned off-campus students join the cooperative movement.

Within the next two weeks a final registration drive will begin. Hopefully the students of Notre Dame will show enough interest in the coop to insure its success.

Or perhaps children should find a way to keep their parents off the floor.

All letters to the editor should be sent to The Observer, Editorial Editor, Post Office Box q or brought to the office of The Observer located on the top floor of the LAFortune Student Center.

Only letters with names and addresses will be considered for print. Signatures will be withheld upon request, but signed letters will be given priority.

All letters are subject so editing for length and taste, and should be concise as possible.

WASHINGTON—The nice thing about the TV show Beacon Hill, which is the American version of "Upstairs, Downstairs," is that you can identify with the characters.

My wife and I were watching this story of an Irish housekeeping family in 1920 with six servants, and it was interesting how we were struck on who we identified with. I seemed to be sympathtic with the people who lived upstairs, and Lassiter family. But my wife was in the servants' quarters.

"Why are you on their side?" I demanded.

"Because they seem to have the food. They're good at breakfast, fast, make the bed, drive the car, clean the silver and be sure the master of the house is happy. I understand them. They're my people."/n

"Nonsense," I said. "I'm the master of the house, and I'm the one they'll pay attention to."

"I may be the mistress of the house, but I also am responsible to be the servant. In fact, I'm less servant than mistress. If they don't get their way in live-in help I might not identify so much with the people in the kitchen."

"Ah, but that's the secret of Beacon Hill," I said. "They are taking women like yourself into a fantasy land of butlers, maids and chauffeurs, so you can dream of a life you'll never have. If you start getting the idea that the fun will go out of it..."

"You must get your act together, Mrs. Lassiter who can have breakfast in bed, a secretary to type her mail, her maid daughter to run the house and a chauffeur to take you to the opera."

"I don't think I ever will," she admitted. "You know something! I think I really do — I've met those people..."

"But the point is that the judicial process was not intended to be influenced by loud-mouthed protestors of whatever race. If the rioters win — if the government bow to white isolationism — it will be a defeat not only for integration but for the American justice system as well.

Nor will it do the children any good. Unless the militant mothers are prepared to prove that vagrancy and obscenity are useful political tools — and that children resemble other people they had better go home and start exercising their judgment.

Or perhaps children should find a way to keep their parents off the floor.

Thestrange part, though, is that the Anti-Busing Army consists mainly of what used to be the Last and Order Crusade. The same rioters who this week were putting parked officers in the hospital were also selling cupcakes for the Policemen's Association. Yet, undisturbed the inefficiency, they press on.

In any case, they are likely to emerge heroic. Counting a strange kind of martyrdom, marchers already appear satisfied with results and are preparing to bruise the police. In a sophisticated version of tantrum theory, rioters seem to believe that if they don't get their way, they will at least have made everyone else miserable.

But the point is that the judicial process was not intended to be influenced by loud-mouthed protestors of whatever race. If the rioters win — if the government bow to white isolationism — it will be a defeat not only for integration but for the American justice system as well.

Nor will it do the children any good. Unless the militant mothers are prepared to prove that vagrancy and obscenity are useful political tools — and that children resemble other people they had better go home and start exercising their judgment.

Or perhaps children should find a way to keep their parents off the floor.

All letters to the editor should be sent to The Observer, Editorial Editor, Post Office Box q or brought to the office of The Observer located on the top floor of the LAFortune Student Center.

Only letters with names and addresses will be considered for print. Signatures will be withheld upon request, but signed letters will be given priority.

All letters are subject so editing for length and taste, and should be concise as possible.

"And here we have our new coed hall..."
C.O.U.L. probes coeducational life at ND

(continued from page 1)

Presently there are no varsity sports for women and the report points to a lack of financial support from the University as the chief reason for this void. "From talking with athletic administrators, female coaches, and female athletes, the committee realized that Notre Dame has not made a sincere financial or psychological commitment to women's athletics," states the report.

"Where the money has gone," said Moore, "is into club sports." Moore stated that the amount of money give to these clubs is insufficient to allow them to compete with varsity teams from other schools.

While emphasizing that she certainly does not discourage sports on the club level, Moore felt that they did not fulfill the needs of all Notre Dame women. "These sports do not answer the needs of women who want to compete at a higher level," she commented, "and it would not be that expensive to finance sports such as fencing and tennis on a varsity level."

Syburg said that sports was the area in which the trustees were most interested and pointed out that because sports are very important at Notre Dame the emergence of women into this area has created "real tension."

"Sports at Notre Dame have traditionally been a very masculine activity and the change to feminine participation and acceptance has created tension," Syburg explained.

Student Services and Housing

The report found "general feelings of discontent and skepticism about student services and housing, the fourth major topic of their investigation, and named three areas in which changes are needed: the infirmary, career counseling and placement, and living quarters."

"The infirmary is ineffective and insensitive in dealing with medical problems and specific medical problems and needs," the report reads, and recommends the installment of an on-campus specialist as the solution to this problem. "If this measure should prove to be impractical, "a system should be initiated to guarantee any female student an appointment with a South Bend gynecologist within forty-eight hours."

"Traditional prejudices held by counselors towards women in professional endeavors" must be overcome if the University career counseling and placement services are to be conducive to the needs of women, according to the report. "In recent years the question of housing has caused many hostile feelings to arise between men and women of the campus and the root of this problem, the committee feels, lies in a lack of long range housing plans."

"If the student community was aware of housing plans two or three years in advance, instead of major housing decisions being made in January each year and causing chaotic reactions, much of the anxiety and competition between males and females would be alleviated," states the report.

Though the report does not deal extensively with coeducational dormitory plans, it states that the Committee does enthusiastically endorse coeducational dormitories even that a variance could be considered be given to the idea. "Good housing would not be attractive for everyone, however, I think that it would create a more relaxed atmosphere on campus," stated Moore, "and the opportunity should be there for those people who are interested."

BOOK EXCHANGE

PICK-UP SCHEDULE

LAST DAY!!!

TODAY- 1-2 pm

ENTER THRU SOUTH STAIRWELL

Books not picked up by 2:00 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 11 will become property of the Student Union.

The uncompromising ones.

The calculations you face require no less.

Today, even so-called "non-technical" courses (psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a variety of technical calculations—complicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when you have a powerful pocket calculator back in 1972, and we've shown the way ever since.

The calculators you see here are our newest, the first of our second generation. Both offer you technology you probably won't find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.

Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and trig functions, including rectangular/polar conversions and common aniling evaluations.

The Hewlett-Packard HP-21 Scientific $125.00*

It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose between fixed decimal and scientific notation.

Our HP-25 does all that—and much, much more. It's programmable, which means it can solve automatically the countless repetitive problems every science and engineering student faces.

With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes necessary to solve the problem only once. Thereafter, you just enter the variables and press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant answer accurate to 10 digits.

Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all means do two things: ask your instructors about the calculations their courses require; and see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators handle them.

Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost certainly on display* at your bookstore. If not, call us, toll-free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-652-9862) for the name of an HP dealer near you.

HEWLETT- PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.

*Subject to final price, excluding applicable state and local taxes—without STK.

SOUTH STAIRWELL
Charismatics praise God

(continued from page 1)

After a second hymn, the group listens to the testimonial of another member as they relate their experiences and renewed their faith in Jesus.

"Religion is not just a set of rules that you must follow, but rather an intimate relationship with Jesus Christ," explained one of the witnesses. "Before I began coming to these meetings, I didn't really know anything about faith or God or love. It was just automatic, and I was empty." Another related, "When you think you don't need the Lord, you have really lost him. It's breaking the first barrier that's the toughest. But once you yield to the Lord, the Holy Spirit opens you up. The Lord touches your heart and communicates to you his love." After the testimonials, there is usually a short reading from the Bible, followed by a period of silent prayer, during which each person becomes lost in his own reverie of adoration to the Lord. It is at this point of the meeting when the incredible "speaking in tongues" occurs. "Speaking in tongues," explained O'Connor, "is a gift from the Holy Spirit. It does not mean that you are speaking in another language, but that your adoration of God has so far surpassed that which can be expressed in human language that God says, 'I will express it in a language which goes beyond the human realm.'" He added, "Not everyone is granted the gift of tongues. Not even after many years of attending the charismatic prayer meetings."

When questioned as to the origin of the name "Charismatics," Br. John Lavelle replied, "The word stems from 'charism,' meaning 'gift,' which refers to the gift of faith granted by the Holy Spirit."

Co-ex committees merge

by Bill Troyt

St. Mary's and Notre Dame (SMAND) and the Co-exchange Committee, two groups formed last year to study the relationship between the two campuses, have merged, Co-exchange Committee chairman John Miriam Jones said.

"It is urged to call Corpora at 3111 or Patty Pavlick, co-ex commissioner at SMC, at 4543. Co-ex committees during a meeting yesterday morning reopen the Freshman Colloquium course at Notre Dame to St. Mary's freshmen. The colloquium has been closed to St. Mary's students for five years, Corpora said.

Anyone with suggestions for activities that might be merged is urged to call Corpora at 3111 or Patty Pavlick, co-ex commissioner at SMC, at 4543.

The Co-exchange Committee was organized last May for the understanding of the history and feelings between the two schools. Corpora, Jones, Stevie Wernig, St. Mary's Vice-president of Student Affairs, and Joan McDermott, SMC Student body president, were among those who met between committees during a meeting yesterday morning.

The newly merged committee will serve as a catalyst group to get other people moving and to make suggestions to other existing committees in both campuses. Corpora said.

This fall is now allowed co-ex meal tickets every four days instead of every twelve. Corpora feels the new distribution procedure will strengthen the relationship between the two schools.

Corpora said the Senior Class Picnic scheduled for tomorrow was also a positive move for better relations. He and the new committee are presently working to

Sondec collects food funds

by Cathy Cannon

Collections for the Third World Development will resume this semester, Corpora said. Donations will be forwarded to several relief agencies, including Catholic Relief Services, CARE, OxFAM, Church World Services and UNICEF.

The money will be used for the development of social equality in a finite World," according to Al Gramelspacher.

Sondec will be stationed at the entrance to the E and F lines of the north dining hall and at the south dining hall entrance.

Greg Gramelspacher will collect at the Loretto Hall entrance to the St. Mary's dining hall during lunch hour. The observations at this entrance to the dining hall during suppers.
Students interested in running for the Student Life Council (SLC) must meet tonight with the Election Committee to be briefed on campaign regulations. The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. in the Student Government offices in LaFortune Student Center.

Candidates may run in one of three election districts: The North Quad, the South Quad and Off-Campus. The number of elected student seats on the SLC was reduced from six last year.

In order to qualify, students must be registered under SLC election regulations. Some of the best friendships have been formed on campus regualtions. By midnight, candidates must submit petitions with 100 signatures to Student Government next Tuesday. Campaigning will begin the following day and will end on election day, September 29. If necessary, run-off elections will be held on September 30.

The SLC is a tripartite body of students, faculty and administration chartered by the board of trustees to legislate on matters of student affairs. The SLC has debated such questions as the student code, parking and the sexuality code.

Roemer explains drinking policies

(continued from page 3)

heritage, sex outside of marriage is proper,” Roemer said. “As in the handling of specific cases, I will need further explicit directions in certain areas so I can develop a consistent policy. I have talked with other administrators on this issue but no adequate definition has been supplied. I don’t know if it will ever be clear. Each case will have to stand on its own.”

“I would like to throw a challenge at the student,” Roemer added. “Although the topics we have discussed are crucial issues, there are other things we should be drinking, sex and classes. Maybe we can get into more sensitive areas so when we look back we can stress the positive elements of our experience here.

By getting involved in different activities such as CILP and the Neighborhood Self-Help program we can form more meaningful relationships with people giving them something to relate to in their lives. Some of the best friendships are developed through these means.”

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartment or individual rooms for rent. Close to campus. Furnished. $315 and heat - utilities included. 333-3453.
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FOR RENT

3 Locations to Serve You

710 W. McKinley Ave. - Mishawaka
(Town & Country Shopping Center)

1702 S. Michigan - South Bend
1807 Lincolnway East - South Bend

SAVE

WITH THESE
MONEY SAVING COUPONS THRU
Sept. 21
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ROOM FOR GIRL.

Close to Notre Dame. Single level apartment. $235 week, Call Mr. A Cooper, 272-3064.

Follow a perfect-looking man, play golf with cards. Baseball, all rooms and furniture furnished. 1 bedroom, living room, dining room, washer, dryer, and deep freezer. Stove, refrigerator, microwave, toilet, sink, refrigerator, washer, dryer, and deep freezer. Call 286-7495.

NORTH SOUTH

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartment or individual rooms for rent. Close to campus. Furnished. $315 and heat - utilities included. 333-3453.
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Irish stressing specialty teams

by Tom Kruczek

When a new football coach comes to a team, he brings with him a different system and a different philosophy than the coach that proceeded him. This was the case when Dave Reave became the new head coach of the Notre Dame football team. Reave, a former coach of the Irish, brought with him a tremendous respect for the importance of the kicking game. As a result, the kicking game for the Irish is now a specialty team, coached by Ed Chlebek, whose job it will be to oversee all aspects of the kicking game which includes kick-offs, punts, return, field goals and extra points.

This year's coverage on punts will be a little different than in past years. Instead of using offensive linemen on the coverage teams, Chlebek has inserted defensive players who have speed and ability to tackle. This should reduce the average return yardage on punts, which last year was a little high. This is twice what the Irish were able to return.

As for the top punting spot, Tony Brantley still holds a slight edge over freshman Joe Restie. Brantley has improved on his average, as well as the number of seconds he is able to hang the ball in the air. Chlebek pointed out that the punter would like to get the ball off in 2 seconds or less and hang it for at least 4 seconds to allow for the coverage team to get downfield. "But Restie is putting a lot of pressure on Brantley and that is good for everyone like that for the punting job."

However, before Brantley or Restie can put the ball in the air, it has to be snapped back to them. Again in time terms, according to Chlebek, it should be snapped back again in time terms, according to Chlebek, it is the average return yardage on punts, which last year was a little high. This is twice what the Irish were able to return.

The kicking game is not the most talked about part of a football contest, but when you think that there are the average 30 kicks plays for the offense, defense, then it does take on a different meaning, a more important meaning. This year the kick-off has to be snapped back to them. Again in time terms, according to Chlebek, it should be snapped back again.

The kicking game is not the most talked about part of a football contest, but when you think that there are the average 30 kicks plays for the offense, defense, then it does take on a different meaning, a more important meaning. This year the kick-off has to be snapped back to them. Again in time terms, according to Chlebek, it should be snapped back again.

Placekicker Dave Reave will make a strong contribution to the Irish specialty teams.

Culveyhouse leads ND Open

Behind eight birdies, Jim Culveyhouse captured the lead on the second round of the Notre Dame Open, held with the help of seven-under par 135. Culveyhouse, who is tied for second in the 15-man tournament with four birdies in each round, leads John DeMissier by four strokes. Paul Koprowski is third with 144.

Culveyhouse, who according to golf coach Noel O'Sullivan is enjoying a very successful season of competition at UND, feels his recent achievement being a qualification for the ARC Championship. His second round 66 is the best of the four.

AP Poll

By The Associated Press

1. Ohio State (3) 0-0-0 1,106
2. Georgia (11) 0-0-0 1,105
3. Oklahoma State (13) 0-0-0 1,104
4. Ohio State (19) 0-0-0 969
5. Texas (Mo. - 11) 0-0-0 777
6. Nebraska 0-0-0 722
7. Arizona 0-0-0 719
8. Texas A&M 0-0-0 682
9. N. Dakota State 0-0-0 678
10. Penn State 1-0-0 667
11. Alabama 0-0-0 665
12. Texas 0-0-0 664
13. Kansas 0-0-0 663
14. Maryland 1-0-0 659
15. N. C. St. 1-0-0 658
16. UCLA 0-0-0 657
17. Arizona 0-0-0 656
18. Rice 1-0-0 656
19. Florida 0-0-0 655
20. Tennessee 0-0-0 655

Women's tennis tryouts on Sat.

There will be a tryout for anyone interested in joining the Notre Dame women's tennis club on Saturday, September 12th at 9:30 at the university tennis courts. Those planning to try out should call coach John Mason (286-3865) or Melissa Roman (7964) this week to tell them you will be there.

THOPS' SPIRITS

BEER SPECIALS

EVERY WEEKEND

SIX PACKS & KEGS

812 E. LASALLE

SO. BEND 287-2581

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER 13 & 14

ENGINEERING AUD.

$1